We investigate the instability of the Cauchy horizon caused by causality violation in the compact vacuum universe with the topology B × S 1 × R, which Moncrief and Isenberg considered. We show that if the occurrence of curvature singularities are restricted to the boundary of causality violating region, the whole segments of the boundary become curvature singularities. This implies that the strong cosmic censorship holds in the spatially compact vacuum space-time in the case of the causality violation. This also suggests that causality violation cannot occur for a compact universe.
Introduction
Whether space-time is allowed to have causality violating regions or not is an important problem in classical general relativity. Tipler [1, 2] showed that any attempt to evolve closed timelike curves from an initial regular Cauchy data would cause singularities to form in a space-time. Kriele [3] showed that the causality violating set has incomplete null geodesics if its boundary is compact. Maeda and Ishibashi [4] showed that singularities necessarily occur when a boundary of causality violating set exists in a space-time under the physically suitable assumptions. Thus, over the past few decades a considerable number of studies have been made to elucidate the relations between causality violation and singularities.
The appearance of causality violation causes the Cauchy horizon. This is closely related to the strong cosmic censorship. Its mathematical expression is that the maximal globally hyperbolic development of a generic initial Cauchy data is inextendible [5] . Roughly speaking, it holds if a space-time admits no Cauchy horizon. Only few attempts have so far been made to study about the instability of the Cauchy horizon due to causality violation in classical general relativity.
One can observe the appearance of causality violations and associated Cauchy horizons in compact universe models by extending the space-time maximally. The Taub-NUT universe is one of such models. In the compact homogeneous vacuum universe case, Chruściel and Rendall [6] showed that the strong cosmic censorship holds in a few class of Bianchi types. Ishibashi et al. [7] showed that the strong cosmic censorship holds in compact hyperbolic inflationary universe models.
On the other hand Moncrief and Isenberg [8] showed that causality violating cosmological solutions of Einstein equations are essentially artifacts of symmetries. They proved that there exists a killing symmetry in the direction of the null geodesic generator on the Cauchy horizon if the Cauchy horizon is compact by using Einstein equations. We can easily understand this curious result by inspecting exact solutions which have causality violating regions. For example, the Misner space-time and the Taub-NUT universe, which have compact Cauchy horizons, have killing symmetries on the Cauchy horizons. However, the physically realistic universe is inhomogeneous and does not admit killing symmetries. Thus we expect that compact inhomogeneous universe does not have any Cauchy horizon or, if it does, the Cauchy horizon cannot be compact from the results of Moncrief and Isenberg. One often studies inhomogeneous universe by adding perturbations on homogeneous models. Especially there are some works on the perturbative analysis of spatially compact universe with a compact Cauchy horizon. As one of such perturbative approaches, Konkowski and Shepley [9] studied two dimensional cylindrical vacuum space-times. They demonstrated the tendency of appearing of scalar curvature singularities on the Cauchy horizon (see also Ref. [10] ). These investigations suggest that, if spatially compact universe has a Cauchy horizon which divides the space-time into causality preserving region and violating region, scalar curvature singularities occur somewhere on the Cauchy horizon.
In this paper we present a theorem as our main result in which if spatially compact universe satisfies generic conditions and, if any, all the occurring curvature singularities are restricted on the boundaries of causality violating regions, then the whole segments of the Cauchy horizon become curvature singularities. Consequently it follows that such a universe cannot be extended to the causality violating regions.
In the next section, we shall classify Cauchy horizons in the compact universe into two categories and introduce the definitions for discussing causal structure and singularities. In section 3, we briefly review the result of Moncrief and Isenberg [8] , by introducing Gaussian null coordinates. We also analyze the dual null formalism of Hayward [11] for proving our theorem. We present our theorem in section 4. Section 5 is devoted to summary and discussions.
Chronological Cauchy horizon
In general, one can classify the Cauchy horizons in the spatially compact spacetime into the following two types. Figure 1(a) shows the Cauchy horizon which is caused by a singularity. Figure 1(b) shows the Cauchy horizon which is caused by causality violation, where the light corn is tipped up such that the closed null geodesic generators exist. The other types of Cauchy horizon, for example, that is caused by timelike null-infinity, cannot occur in the case of spatially compact space-time under consideration. The most distinct feature of the two Cauchy horizons is whether the null geodesic generators are closed or not. More precisely, in figure 1(a) the null geodesic generators have future endpoints but in figure 1(b) they do not. Moncrief and Isenberg [8] have considered the case of figure 1(b They showed that a compact null hypersurface H + (S) has an analytic killing field Y which is null and tangents to a null geodesic generator of H + (S). This interesting fact is due to the compactness of H + (S). In generic space-times, however, it seems reasonable to suppose that the generic condition [12] is satisfied. Namely, there is no killing symmetry. Thus, the H + (S) cannot be compact. One would explain the non-compactness of H + (S) in the generic compact universe by appearance of curvature singularities.
As discussed in Ref. [8] , if M has a compact Cauchy horizon H + (S), then M has a b-incomplete curve corresponding to a singular point which had been left out of space-time. This singularity is a quasi-regular singularity. In this paper we are not concerned with such singularities but curvature singularities. We consider the case that the non-compactness of the Cauchy horizon is attributed to curvature singularities.
In general it is useful for describing singularities and causal structures to adopt the b-boundary. Schmidt [13] has constructed the boundary ∂ of M which is corresponding to singularities of (M, g) by using the b-completeness. His construction is characterized by distinguishing between infinity and singular points at a finite distance. Hereafter we consider a large space M + ≡ M ∪ ∂. Let us introduce the following definition to treat of non-compact Cauchy horizon which is caused by appearance of curvature singularities. 
It is obvious that chronological Cauchy horizon has no future endpoint in (M, g). This means that the segments ofḊ + (S, M + ) are null and, if exist, singularities are restricted to the boundary of causality violating region in M + . As is mentioned above when we speak of singularity in this paper, it means scalar curvature singularity. Accordingly, hereafter, ∂ denotes curvature singularity. The chronological Cauchy horizon is not required in general to be compact and is a generalization of the Cauchy horizon which Moncrief and Isenberg considered. If ∂ is empty, the chronological Cauchy horizon is compact and has closed null geodesic generators.
Field equations
In this section, we introduce the Gaussian null coordinates and review the Moncrief and Isenberg's theorem. We concentrate our interests on the compact vacuum space-time with topology B ×S 1 ×R which admits the chronological Cauchy horizon defined in the previous section.
(i) The Gaussian null coordinates.
We adopt the Gaussian null coordinates {t, x 3 , x a } (a = 1, 2) on the neighborhood of the chronological Cauchy horizon in M + . In this coordinate system, the metric takes the following form;
The chronological Cauchy horizon H + (S) corresponds to the hypersurface t = 0. The future development D + (S) is the region t < 0. In D + (S), the coordinate basis vector ∂/∂x 3 has closed spacelike integral curves which generate S 1 factor and h ab is the induced metric of the spacelike two surface B. One can choose the coordinates {t, x a , x 3 } such that φ = β a = 0 at the Cauchy horizon H + (S). In this coordinate system the R tt , R 33 components of the Ricci tensor are given by
where
. The other components are explicitly given in Ref. [8] .
On the chronological Cauchy horizon H + (S), substituting φ = β a = 0 into the equation (3), we obtain
In the case that the Cauchy horizon H + (S) is a compact analytic embedded null hypersurface, applying the maximum principle [14] for the equation (4), we obtain h ,3 = 0 and consequently
by substituting h ,3 = 0 into the equation (4) again. We can see that the equation (5) is identical to the killing equation
where Y µ (∂/∂x µ ) := ∂/∂x 3 and the semicolon represents covariant derivative with respect to the metric (1). Thus we can observe that the compact Cauchy horizon H + (S) has a killing symmetry along the direction of ∂/∂x 3 . This is the result which Moncrief and Isenberg obtained.
(ii) The dual null formalism.
We briefly review the dual null formalism of Hayward [11] to see the structure of singularities. The metric can be written by
One can easily understand that the dual null coordinates are transformed into the Gaussian null coordinates by taking
We introduce some quantities, of which notation is as those of Ref. [15] . Introducing the null vectors
we define
where L k represents the Lie derivative along the vector field k µ . The expansions θ,θ, the shears σ ab ,σ ab and the twist vector ω a are represented as
Let Γ A be the null hypersurface v = v 0 . On Γ A , the Raychaudhuri equation can be written by
Hayward noticed that the equation (14) may be simplified by making use of coordinate freedom on Γ A . Choosing the coordinate u on Γ A as
the equation (14) is written by
The ω a and θ can be easily integrated by using the vacuum Einstein equations (in detail, see Ref. [15] ) as follows,
where △ a represents the covariant derivative of the metric h ab . On the other null hypersurface Γ B (u = u I ), the Raychaudhuri equation is written by
As well as on the Γ A , if we choose the coordinate v on Γ B such that
the equation (19) can be
In the next section, we will present our theorem and use the quantities above to prove it.
Theorem
In this section, we will show that no spatially compact vacuum space-time can have a chronological Cauchy horizon under the following seemingly physical assumptions. In addition, it is suggested that physically realistic singularities are strong curvature singularities of which notion was at first introduced by Tipler. [16] .
In the vacuum space-time, strong curvature singularities are caused by Weyl tensor only. The Weyl tensor produces the shear tensor σ ab (σ ab ) and the square σ ab σ ab (σ abσ ab ), which can be interpreted as the gravitational energy. In the Kerrtype black hole case, Brady and Chambers [15] showed that only the quantity σ ab σ ab diverges on the Cauchy horizon and consequently so does the expansion θ. This suggests that at least either σ ab σ ab orσ abσ ab diverges on the strong curvature singularity. To explicitly define such a strong curvature type singularity in the vacuum universe, we introduce the following quantities.
Let Θ(v) be defined on the null geodesic η : [0, 1) −→ M (η = 1 corresponds to curvature singularity, ∂) with the tangent vector k µ and similarly, Θ(u) oñ η : [0, 1) −→ M with the tangent vector n µ , respectively as follows,
These quantities essentially correspond to expansions and are similar to J defined by Newman [17] for the matter case. We call ∂ the shear diverging singularity if at least Θ(v) or Θ(u) is unbounded in the [0, 1). We observe the following.
Lemma.
If a null geodesic η terminates at a shear diverging singularity, then Θ diverges.
Proof.
Suppose that there exists a shear diverging singularity such that Θ(v) diverges whileΘ(u) does not. From the equation (16),θ does not diverge. Accordingly ω a and θ are bounded because these quantities consist of integrations ofθ described by the equations (17) and (18) . Then, Θ(v) does not diverge from the integration of the equation (21). This is contradiction. Thus Θ(u) diverges at the point on a shear diverging singularity. 2
The shear diverging singularity is similar to Królak's strong curvature singularity [18] . It is noticed that the shear diverging singularity does not necessarily correspond to a conjugate point. Now we present the following theorem as our main result.
Theorem
If the spatially compact vacuum space-time (M, g) whose topology is B × S 1 × R and which admits a regular partial Cauchy surface S satisfies the following conditions, (i) the generic condition, i.e. every null geodesic contains a point at which (5) is satisfied because there exists a killing vector Y µ on the Cauchy horizon. This contradicts with dθ/du = 0. Thus ∂ is not empty. In addition, since H + (S) is a chronological Cauchy horizon and H + (S, M + ) ∪ ∂ generates S 1 factor, each null geodesic generator l of H + (S, M + ) terminates at some points of ∂ both in the future and past direction. Here the curvature singularity ∂ is the shear diverging singularity from the condition (iii). Then the expansion of the future directed null generator of H + (S, M + ) becomes negative somewhere near the future endpoint in ∂ from our Lemma. Thus we can take a point r on l such thatθ r < 0 in the future direction. On the other hand the expansion of l also becomes negative in the past direction somewhere near the past endpoint in ∂ from our Lemma. Hence we can take a point s on l such thatθ s > 0 in the future direction, near the past endpoint in ∂. In addition, we can also take a point w on l such thatθ w = 0 in the future of s and the past of r by the continuity ofθ along l. Let k w be a null geodesic which passes through the point w on l and whose tangent vector is k µ w . Let {q n } be an infinite sequence of points on k w in D + (S) which converges to w and l qn be a null geodesic generator ofJ + (B qn , M + ) of which the tangent vector is n µ qn . Considering the behavior of a null geodesic whose tangent vector is n µ , we observe two cases of its behavior as follows. One is that the null geodesic is infinitely winded on the cylindrical part S 1 × R 1 of D + (S, M + ). In this case, points on H + (S) ∪ ∂ are limit points of the null geodesic. This phenomenon is well known in the Misner space-time and the Taub-NUT universe (see Ref. [12] ). The other is that there exists a null geodesic which ends up at point in ∂ after rounding the cylinder in D + (S, M + ) finite times. This happens if, for example, the metric component φ behaves as t n , (n < 1) near t ∼ 0. In the former case, there is no null geodesic generator l qn which terminates at point in ∂. The null geodesic generator l becomes a limit curve of the infinite sequence {l qn } by the lemma 6.2.1 in Ref. [12] . Then, for any neighborhoods U r and U s in D + (S) of r and s, respectively, there exists a natural number N such that all the null generators l qn , (n > N) pass through points r n ∈ U r and s n ∈ U s . In addition, taking N sufficiently large, we can observe that, by continuity,θ rn < 0 at the points r n ∈ U r andθ sn > 0 at the points s n ∈ U s , which is in the future of r n (see Fig. 2-(a) ). This contradicts with the facts thatθ is a monotonically decreasing function of u in the future direction and the null generator l qn cannot have a conjugate point to B qn by the achronality of l qn .
In the latter case, there exists a point p on k w in D + (S) such that the null geodesic generator l p ofJ + (B p , M + ) hits on the past endpoint z ∈ ∂ of l. Let {q ′ n } be an infinite sequence of points on k w which converges to p. Then the infinite sequence {l q ′ n } of the generatorsJ + (B q ′ n , M + ) has the limit curve which consists of l p and the null geodesic segment from z to w of l. Because l p terminates at z ∈ ∂, the expansionθ p becomes negative approaching to z. Thus we can take a point y on l p such thatθ y < 0. For any neighborhoods U y , U s in D + (S), there exists a number N ′ such that all the null generators l q ′ n , (n > N ′ ) pass through these neighborhoods (see Fig. 2-(b) ). This leads to the same contradiction as the one in the former case.
We conclude that H + (S) cannot exist. 2
Conclusion and discussions
We showed that in the compact universe, if the curvature singularity is restricted to the boundary of causality violating set, the whole segments of the boundary become curvature singularities. Consequently the spatially compact vacuum space-time with spatial topology B × S 1 cannot be extended to the causality violating region. The result also suggests that the strong cosmic censorship holds in the case of compact vacuum universe.
One might consider that there exists a possibility to cause causality violation in the matter case. However, in the black hole case, the existence of matter does not change the property of the Cauchy horizon drastically as Brady and Smith [19] have shown by numerical investigation. Thus we believe that the strong cosmic censorship in compact universe also holds in the matter case. 
